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Abstract. This paper studies the problem of associating deterministically a track
revealed by a binary sensor network with the trajectory of a unique moving
anonymous object, namely theMultiple Object Tracking and Identification (MOTI)
problem. In our model, the network is represented by a sparse connected graph
where each vertex represents a binary sensor and there is an edge between two
sensors if an object can pass from a sensed region to another without activating
any other remaining sensor. The difficulty of MOTI lies in the fact that trajecto-
ries of two or more objects can be so close (track merging) that the corresponding
tracks on the sensor network can no longer be distinguished, thus confusing the
deterministic association between an object trajectory and a track.
The paper presents several results. We first show that MOTI cannot be solved on
a general graph of ideal binary sensors even by an omniscient external observer if
all the objects can freely move on the graph. Then, we describe some restrictions
that can be imposed a priori either on the graph, on the object movements or
both, to make MOTI problem always solvable. We also discuss the consequences
of our results and present some related open problems.
1 Introduction
Context “Tracking the movements of anonymous objects and associating each ob-
ject trajectory with an unique identifier” is a basic problem in many applicative con-
texts such as surveillance [8], rescue, traffic monitoring [3], pursuit evasion games,
etc. Tracking objects with a sensor network is a challenging task. Potential inaccuracy
of sensors (e.g. [1]) and the complexity of the localization subsystem computability
(e.g. [2]) significantly complicate tracking initiation, maintenance and termination of
object trajectories leading to false detection and missing observations.
Even without considering false detections and missing observations, the problem of
associating an unique identifier to a track corresponding to the trajectory of one object
is difficult due to the potential merging of tracks. This may confuse this association if
sensors do not have adequate capabilities [7]. In other words, two tracks may be so close
to each other at a certain time that they become indistinguishable, and then impossible
to identify after splitting. Deciding, after a track merging, what is a relevant association
among multiple hypothesis is usually achieved by looking at the behaviors of tracks
2before the merging happened [7]. In the following, we refer to this one-to-one mapping
between tracks and object trajectories as theMultiple Object Tracking and Identification
(MOTI) problem.
We investigate MOTI by using a binary sensor network, which means that each
sensor reports only a binary value indicating if an object is in its sensing region or
not. The interest in focusing on such minimalist and simple devices is motivated by
the fact that we want to study the essence of MOTI’s solvability without looking at
the powerfulness of sensors capabilities. As in [8], in our model, the sensor network is
represented by a sparse connected graph, namely the passage connectivity graph (PCG),
where each vertex represents a binary sensor and there is an edge between two sensors
u and v only if an object can pass from the sensing region of u to the one of v without
activating any other remaining sensor.
Contribution In this paper, we show that it is impossible to solve the MOTI problem
in a generic graph. To make the impossibility as strong as possible, this last is proved
considering an omniscient observer that has complete knowledge of the state of the
graph; moreover, we assume ideal conditions for object tracking such as perfect binary
sensors (i.e. no false detections or missing observations), ideal coverage of the sensing
areas (i.e. disjoint sensing regions), so that at each instant of time one object activates
only one sensor and each sensor is activated by at most one object. We prove that the
impossibility of solving MOTI is a structural problem that depends on the topology of
the underlying passage connectivity graph. Then, we describe some restrictions that can
be imposed a priori either on the graph, on the object movements, or on both, to make
MOTI always solvable. More specifically, we show that if the passage connectivity
graph is acyclic, MOTI can always be solved. Also, if the graph contains cycles with a
length greater than ℓ, MOTI can be solved only if the maximum number of objects that
can move concurrently is less than
⌈
ℓ
2
⌉
.
Roadmap In Section 2, we discuss some related works. Section 3 introduces the system
model. Section 4 defines the Multiple Object Tracking and Identification (MOTI) prob-
lem and shows that this problem is impossible to solve in a general setting. Section 5
gives two different characterizations of MOTI solvability, which are used in Section 6 to
introduce some interesting classes of systems where the problem can always be solved.
Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
2 Related Work
Tracking mobile objects through sensors is a problem with a large spectrum of appli-
cations [6]. It is treated by the literature from various perspectives, but most of the
works are concerned with the problem of correctly tracking one [1] or more [9] ob-
jects in a network of binary sensors characterized by noise and false detections under
various constraints (e.g. noise levels, power consumption [5], limited computational or
network resources [7], etc.). In our work, we take a more theoretical approach to the
problem considering a setting characterized by a network of ideal sensors (no noise,
no false detection, no limitation on communication) and show that, in the general case,
3it is impossible to correctly associate sensed tracks to moving objects. This result is
a consequence of the possibility of track merging and splitting during the observation
period [7]: once two tracks have merged due to the excessive proximity of two objects,
it is impossible to deterministically maintain the identity of the two objects once their
tracks split again; To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to thoroughly ex-
amine and discusse this issue as well as prove its strong impact on the general problem
solvability.
Issues related to track merging and splitting are common to every setting where two
or more objects can move freely. However, in order to provide the reader with proofs
of our statements, in this paper, we limit the problem analysis to a specific environment
where object movements are partially constrained, and that can be abstracted as a pas-
sage connectivity graph [8]. Note that, despite the obvious limitations of this model, it
still perfectly maps a lot of indoor applications like tracking the movements of people
inside a building.
3 System Model
We consider a system composed of a set of generic objects moving in an environment
where sensors can detect their presence. Such an environment can be modeled as a pas-
sage connectivity graph (PCG) G(V,E) where the set of vertices V represents binary
sensors; it exists an edge ei,j ∈ E linking two vertices vi, vj ∈ V if and only if (iff )
it is possible for an object to move from the position where it is detected by the sensor
vi to the one where it is detected by the sensor vj without activating, during the move-
ment, any other sensor. We assume that, in the considered environment, movements are
always possible in both directions. Therefore, the graph G is considered undirected.
Moreover, we assume that there is always one single way to move from one position to
another: only an edge can connect two distinct vertices in the graph. For each vertex vi,
a special edge ei,i exists in E representing the possibility for an object to remain in the
same position.
The set of moving objects {o1, . . . , ox} is denoted by O. Time is represented as a
discrete and infinite sequence T = [t0, t1, . . .] of instants starting at t0. At every time
instant, each object o occupies a position represented by a vertex vi ∈ V . The position
of an object o at a specific time instant t is given by the function loc : T × O → V
that returns the corresponding vertex vi. When an object, positioned on a vertex vi,
decides to move to a new position, it can choose as its destination any vertex vj such
that ei,j ∈ E; the set of possible destinations is returned by the function adj : G×V →
P(V ). The movement of an object o at a specific time instant t is given by the function
mov : T ×O→ E that returns the edge used for the movement ei,j where vi = loct(o)
and vj ∈ adjG(vi).
We assume that, regardless of a node’s position and movement, the two following
conditions always hold in our system: ∀t ∈ T,∀oi, oj ∈ O, (i) loct(oi) 6= loct(oj) (i.e.
two objects cannot be located on the same vertex at the same time) and (ii)movt(oi) 6=
movt(oj) (i.e. two objects cannot move on the same edge at the same time).
Each object o ∈ O moving in the system describes a trajectory. The trajectory de-
scribed by object o between ti, tj ∈ T (with j > i) is defined as Pti,tj ,o = [v
ti , . . . , vtj ]
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Fig. 1. Example of a trajectory of an object o in the interval [t0, t3] : Pt0,t3,o = [C, D, E, I].
where vtk = loctk(o), k ∈ [i, j]. Given ti and tj , we define the global trajectory as
the set containing all object trajectories. The global trajectory is denoted as Pti,tj ={
Pti,tj ,o
}
o∈O
, or simply P if the time interval is precisely defined by the context. A
specific global trajectory Pti,tj is an element of Pti,tj , the set containing all possible
global trajectories described by the objects in O on G during the period [ti, tj ].
3.1 System State
The state of the system at time t is described by the state of each sensor (object detected
or not) at that time. This state is represented as a vector of boolean values, one for each
vertex in G. In the following, we denote as S the set of all possible state vectors with
respect to x objects in a PCG G. We obviously have
„
|V |
x
«
different state vectors.
Definition 1 (State Vector) A state vector at time t, denoted St, is a vector of size |V |
where:
∀v ∈ V, St[v] =
{
1 if ∃ o ∈ O : loct(o) = v
0 otherwise
3.2 The Observer
The system has an observer that is able to read, at any time t, the state vector St. The aim
of the observer is to identify objects and trace their trajectories over time. Given a state
vector St, the observer can use a function tag to assign a unique identifier o ∈ O to each
vertex v such that St[v] = 1 (and a predefined value ⊥ to all the other vertices), with
the only constraint that no two vertices can share a same identifier (with the exception
of ⊥). For instance, if St = [1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0] and O ⊂ N, we can have tag(St) =
[3,⊥,⊥, 2,⊥, 1, 4,⊥,⊥]. Each identifier represents an object identified by the observer.
For the sake of convenience, we introduce the function loc : T × O → V that returns
the vertex v that was tagged by o ∈ O at time t ∈ T .
Given an object identified by the observer, and its corresponding tag o, we can define
the observed trajectory between two time instants ti, tj as P ti,tj ,o = [v
ti , . . . , vtj ]
5where vtk = loctk(o), k ∈ [i, j]. Effectively, we have to introduce the observed global
trajectory P ti,tj =
{
P ti,tj ,o
}
o∈O
, corresponding to the set of all observed trajectories
perceived by the observer. Obviously, P ti,tj belongs to Pti,tj .
4 The Problem of Identifying Objects and Tracking Trajectories
4.1 The MOTI Problem
Let us consider an interval of time [ti, tj ]. TheMultiple Object Tracking and Identifica-
tion (MOTI) problem is the problem of defining a function tag such that the following
condition holds: ∀o ∈ O, ∃o ∈ O : Pti,tj ,o = P ti,tj ,o. In a global view, we can define
MOTI as the following condition:
Pti,tj = P ti,tj (1)
That means that the set of observed trajectories is exactly the same than the real ones.
Given that trajectories (both real and observed) are a consequence of object locations,
at a finer level of granularity we have:
MOTI is solved iff ∀o ∈ O, ∃o ∈ O, ∀t ∈ [ti, tj ] : loct(o) = loct(o)
The difficulty of this problem comes from the fact that there could be situations in
which the observer can confuse trajectories of two or more objects.
4.2 An Impossibility result
MOTI is not solvable in the cases which are precisely defined by the following theorem:
Theorem 1 (MOTI Unsolvability) Given an interval of time [ti, tj ], a PCG G(V,E),
a set O of x objects and a tag function, MOTI cannot be solved iff
∃P, P ′ ∈ Pti,tj : P 6= P
′ ∧ P = P ′.
where P and P ′ are obtained by the observer using the function tag from real global
trajectories P and P ′.
Proof. Let us consider an interval of time [ti, tj ], a PCG G(V,E) with x objects.
– Assume that (1) ∃P, P ′ ∈ Pti,tj : P 6= P
′ ∧ P = P ′ and (2) MOTI can be solved.
Given that MOTI can be solved we have P = P and that P ′ = P ′ (cf. MOTI
definition in section 4). But, we have P 6= P ′ and P = P ′. Therefore, there is a
contradiction.
– Let prove now that if MOTI cannot be solved =⇒ ∃P, P ′ ∈ Pti,tj : P 6= P
′∧P =
P ′. Let prove the contrapositive (i.e. modus tollens) of this proposition.
Consider ∀P, P ′ ∈ Pti,tj : P 6= P
′ =⇒ P 6= P ′ (P = P ′ ∨ P 6= P ′).
Let call map : Pti,tj → Pti,tj the function which associate the real trajectory to
the observed one, according to the given tag function. Each bijectivemap function
6verifies the following expression: ∀P, P ′ ∈ Pti,tj : P 6= P
′ =⇒ map(P ) 6=
map(P ′) =⇒ P 6= P ′ as map(·) corresponds to the observed trajectories. Let
map be the identity function. We have: ∀P ∈ Pti,tj : P = map(P ) = P . Then,
by definition of Section 4, MOTI can be solved. Thus, we have:
MOTI cannot be solved =⇒ ∃P, P ′ ∈ Pti,tj : P 6= P
′ ∧ P = P ′.
We then obtain the equivalence, i.e. a characterisation of the MOTI unsolvability. ⊓⊔
Corollary 2 (MOTI Solvability) Given an interval of time [ti, tj ], a PCG G(V,E), a
set O of x objects and a tag function. MOTI can be solved if, and only if,
∀P, P ′ ∈ Pti,tj : P 6= P
′ =⇒ P 6= P ′.
Consequently, there is an impossibility to solve MOTI if, and only if, there exist at
least two global trajectories which respect the condition of Theorem 1. Therefore, we
can state that:
Theorem 3 (MOTI Impossibility) Given the systemmodel presented in Section 3, MOTI
is impossible to solve.
Proof. Consider a 4 vertex PCG G with a 4 edge loop around its vertices, as shown in
Figure 2.a. Consider two objects moving in this graphG and a time interval constituted
by two consecutive time instants [t0, t1] with t1 = t0 + 1. Consider the two global
trajectories P, P ′ ∈ Pt0,t1 , presented in Figure 2.b and 2.c. They are defined as:

P =
{
[A , B]
[D , C]
}
P ′ =
{
[A , C]
[D , B]
}
Obviously, we have P 6= P ′.
According to the systemmodel and the observer capabilities, the information known
by the observer for both case P and P ′, is presented in Figure 2.d. We assume that t0 is
the initial time. Then, the observer does not have any other information available about
the system than the two following state vectors (which are the same for both P and P ′):
St0 =
[
1, 0, 0, 1
]
and St1 =
[
0, 1, 1, 0
]
As the relation tag is a function (a single output for a given input element), it exists
a unique tagging for a state, according to the corresponding state vector and previous
state available. Thus, assume that:
tag(St0) =
[
1,⊥,⊥, 2
]
.
According to tag(St0) and St1 , only two values are possible for tag(St1):
(1) tag(St1) =
[
⊥, 1, 2,⊥
]
or (2) tag(St1) =
[
⊥, 2, 1,⊥
]
.
For each of these cases, tag(St1) is the same for the observation of P and P
′. So, given
a function tag, P = P ′. Then, due to Theorem 1, MOTI cannot be solved. ⊓⊔
For better understanding of this result, let’s take a closer look at each case.
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Fig. 2. A simple example in which the observer cannot track precisely the trajectories of objects:
For a PCG G presented in (a) with two objects, two global trajectories P and P ′, presented in
(b) and (c) respectively, can occur and the observer is not able to distinguish them with only the
information presented on (d) if objects have moved following trajectory P or P ′.
Case (1) In this case, the observed global trajectory computed by the observer is:
P = P ′ =
{
[A , B]
[D , C]
}
.
Then, we have P = P = P ′ 6= P ′ and MOTI is not solvable.
Case (2) By symmetry, in this case, the observed global trajectory computed by the
observer is:
P = P ′ =
{
[A , C]
[D , B]
}
.
Then, we have P ′ = P ′ = P 6= P and MOTI is not solvable.
So, it exists at least one case in which MOTI cannot be solved. Then, Theorem 3 is
proved.
5 MOTI Solvability
Before delving into the details about how the system model can be constrained to make
MOTI solvable, we need to introduce some other notations.
5.1 Safe and Unsafe Characteristics
Given an object o and the trajectory it describes on the graph as time passes by, we can
identify its single movements.
Definition 2 (Movement) Let o ∈ O be an object moving in the system represented by
G(V,E). For each time instant t ∈ T , we define its movement asmt,o = Pt,t+1,o.
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Fig. 3. Example of a state graph for a 4 vertex PCG G (shown on the left) including 2 objects.
Definition 3 (Movement Set) Consider a system represented by G(V,E) where ob-
jects belonging to O can move. For each time instant t ∈ T , we define the movement
set asMt = Pt,t+1.
The movement set is defined, for each time instant t, as the set of all movements
done by objects; therefore, it represents how the system “evolves” just after time t.
If we now consider the system state at a specific time t, we can identify all the
possible movements that objects are able to do. Each possible combination of these
movements corresponds to a different movement set. All these movement sets are de-
fined on the basis of the position of objects on the graph, i.e. given a state vector, we
can define all the possible movements. From this point of view, movement sets are not
necessarily tied to time, as they can be considered as the sets of possible movements
that objects can do if, at a certain time, they are located on a specific subset of vertices.
This idea leads us to the definition of the State Graph, which is a graph representing
possible system states (in terms of state vectors) and possible movement sets linking
them.
Definition 4 (State Graph) Let G(V,E) be the PCG representing the environment
where x objects can move. The corresponding state graph is defined as SG(S,M),
where S is the set of all the possible state vectors and M is the set of all the possible
movement sets.
Figure 3 shows an instance of a state graph, depicted on the right side, when con-
sidering two moving objects and the 4 vertex graph introduced above, depicted on the
left side. Now we can define which edges and which vertices of the state graph should
be considered as unsafe with respect to the solvability of MOTI.
Definition 5 (Unsafe Movement) Consider a system represented by G(V,E) where
objects belonging to O can move, and the corresponding state graph SG(S,M). Con-
sider two states S, S′ ∈ S such that it exists a movement set M ∈ M that links these
two states (S
M
−→ S′).
M is unsafe iff ∃M ′ ∈M such that S
M ′
−−→ S′ andM 6= M ′.
9We consider unsafe all movement sets linking two system states that are yet linked
by some other movement sets. The idea behind this definition is that an observer can not
distinguish which movement set has really occurred between all the unsafe movement
sets linking the same system states (because the trajectories it observes are calculated
only considering system states). The presence of unsafe movements in a state graph
make MOTI problem impossible to solve. In the same way, we can define what an
unsafe state is.
Definition 6 (Unsafe state) Consider a system represented by G(V,E) where objects
belonging to O can move, and the corresponding state graph SG(S,M).
A state S ∈ S is unsafe iff ∃M ∈M,∃S′ ∈ S such that S
M
−→ S′ andM is unsafe.
Considering again the state graph depicted in Figure 3, states S2 and S3 are both
unsafe because there are two distinct edges (two unsafe movement sets) linking them
(bold arrows). All the other states (and so, all the other movement sets) are safe.
5.2 Characterizing MOTI Solvability
On the basis of these definitions, we revise Theorem 2 and propose two different def-
initions of MOTI solvability. In the first case, we assume that the global trajectory is
known (e.g. when analyzing the behaviour of the system a posteriori).
Theorem 4 (P -solvability) Let SG(S,M) be the state graph defined over a PCGG(V,E)
representing the system where objects in O can move. Consider a specific trajectory
P ∈ Pti,tj : MOTI can be solved iff ∀t ∈ [ti, tj−1], Mt is safe.
Proof. Consider a specific trajectory P ∈ Pti,tj .
– Assume that ∃t ∈ [ti, tj−1] such that Mt is unsafe. Let call P
∗ = Pt,t+1 the sub-
trajectory of the considered Pti,tj such thatMt = P
∗. Due to Definition 5, it exists
at least one different unsafe movement M ′ in M between the two same system
states S, S′ such that M ′ = P
′∗. Obviously, P ∗ 6= P
′∗ but they share the same
initial and final state vectors St and St+1. Given that the relation tag available to
the observer is a function, it exists a unique tagging for these states. Then, we have:
∃P ∗, P
′∗ ∈ Pt,t+1 : P
∗ 6= P
′∗ ∧ P ∗ = P ′∗.
Therefore, due to Theorem 1, MOTI is unsolvable for P ∗ and P
′∗. Therefore, given
that P ∗ is a sub-trajectory of Pti,tj , MOTI is unsolvable for Pti,tj .
– Assume here that ∀t ∈ [ti, tj−1], Mt is safe. Then, we have: ∀t ∈ [ti, tj−1],
∄M 6= Mt such that St
M
−→ St+1. Then, ∀t ∈ [ti, tj−1],∃!P ∈ Pt,t+1 from St to
St+1 and, as it is unique, this P is the sub-trajectory between time t and t+1 of the
considered Pti,tj . So, ∀P
′ ∈ Pt,t+1 such that P 6= P ′, the initial (or respectively
the final) system state of P ′ is not equal to the initial (or respectively the final)
system state of P . Then, consider a bijection function map as introduced in the
proof of Theorem 1. We have: ∀P ′ ∈ Pt,t+1 : P 6= P ′ =⇒ map(P ) 6= map(P ′).
If map is the identity function, we have: ∀P ′ ∈ Pt,t+1 : P 6= P ′ =⇒ P 6= P ′.
Therefore, due to Corollary 2, MOTI can be solved. ⊓⊔
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Even though characterizing MOTI solvability with respect to a specific global tra-
jectory is useful for all those systems where we want to decide at any point of time if
MOTI is solvable or not, it is also possible to define a set of cases where MOTI is always
solvable. This new characterization generalizes Theorem 4 with all possible trajectories
that can occur in the system:
Theorem 5 (P-solvability) Let SG(S,M) be the state graph defined over a PCGG(V,E)
representing the system where objects in O can move.
∀P ∈ Pti,tj : MOTI can be solved iff ∀S ∈ S, S is safe.
Proof. Assume that ∀P ∈ Pti,tj MOTI can be solved. Then, ∀P ∈ Pti,tj ,∀t ∈
[ti, tj−1] : Mt is safe (Theorem 4) and ∀P ∈ Pti,tj ,∀t ∈ [ti, tj−1] : St is safe
(Definition 6). Given that each system state can occur as an initial state of a trajectory,
we have:
∀S ∈ S,∃P ∈ Pti,tj : Sti = S.
Then, given that all system states are safe for all possible trajectories, we have that
∀S ∈ S, S is safe.
Assume now that ∀S ∈ S, S is safe. Due to Definition 6, we have that ∀M ∈M,M
is safe. It follows that ∀P ∈ Pti,tj ,∀t ∈ [ti, tj−1],M is safe and, due to Theorem 4
speaks that ∀P ∈ Pti,tj , MOTI can be solved. ⊓⊔
6 A Sufficient Condition for Making MOTI P-solvable
In this section, we show how MOTI can be solved by constraining some characteris-
tics of the system model. More specifically, we show how the problem becomes easily
solvable if we assume that object movements are limited in some way.
As we previously explained, the state graph associated to a system may present
one or more unsafe states that make MOTI unsolvable. One way to avoid the presence
of unsafe states in the state graph, is to remove some of the unsafe movement sets
such that the remaining movement sets are all safe. From a practical point of view, this
means limiting object movements in the environment, modifying the environment itself
or constraining their actions. Let think about a building where people can move from
one room to another through doors, this can be realized simply by locking some doors.
Therefore, that means deleting the corresponding edges between two vertices of PCG
G and modifying accordingly the state graph.
Basically, the only cause of the MOTI non solvability in a system is the presence
of cycles in the graph: when two or more objects move inside a cycle, it might be
impossible to distinguish their trajectories based on the sole observation of the state
vectors. This problem can be avoided by limiting the number of objects in O, which
can move concurrently, to a specific k that strictly depends from some characteristics
of the PCG G. In this case, we can guarantee that MOTI is solvable for all the possible
trajectories P as long as at most k objects move concurrently at each time unit. The set
of all these trajectories is a subset of P and will be denoted as Pk.
Theorem 6 Let k ≤ |O| be the maximum number of objects that can move concur-
rently, ℓ > 1 be an integer and G(V,E) be a PCG which does not contain cycles of
length 1 < l < ℓ. ∀P ∈ Pk : MOTI is P -solvable iff
⌈
ℓ
2
⌉
> k.
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Fig. 4. Representation of the PCG G which illustrates the possibility of exiting paths between v1
and vn+2.
Proof. We first prove that if k <
⌈
ℓ
2
⌉
⇒ ∀P ∈ Pk, P does not contain any unsafe
movement. The proof is done by induction on the number n < k of objects moving
concurrently in the system at each step. In the following, given S and S′ two state vec-
tors, we refer to diff (S, S′) to denote the number of vertices in G whose state changes
between S and S′. Note that diff (S, S′) is always an even number because for each
object that moves, two vertices change their state in the state vector.
Base step on n. Consider the State Graph construction algorithm reported in Ap-
pendix A. At the first iterative step of that algorithm, edges labelled with the movement
of a single object are added to the edge-free state graph, linking all the possible couples
of state vectors S, S′ such that diff (S, S′) = 2 and it exists an edge in G linking the
two vertices that changed their state. For each of these couples (S, S′), a single edge
is added as only one object in the system can do the movement associated to the two
vertices whose state changes between S and S′. Therefore, for a system where only one
object at a time can move (i.e. n = 1), the resulting state graph does not contain any
unsafe movements.
Induction hypothesis. Assume that if n < k objects move concurrently, none of the
possible trajectories P ∈ Pn contains an unsafe movement.
Induction step on n. Now, consider the case where n + 1 objects move concurrently.
We want to show that, beside this change, no unsafe movement is added to SG. More
specifically, we want to prove that ∀S, S′ ∈ SG such that 2 ≤diff (S, S′) ≤ 2(n +
1), if we can add an edge in SG between S and S′ labelled with n + 1 concurrent
movements, then there cannot exists another edge between them labelled with n+ 1 or
less movements.
Let us first consider the case where diff (S, S′) = 2. Assume that the two ver-
tices changing their state between S and S′ are labelled v1 and vn+2. An edge la-
belled with n + 1 movements can be added in SG between S and S′ only if it the
path p = v1, v2, . . . , vn+1, vn+2 exists in G and ∀v ∈ {v1, . . . , vn+1}, S[v] = 1. Now,
we show that the only possible movement bringing the system from S to S′ is the one
where each object located in vi, with i ∈ [1, n + 1], moves to vi+1. Assume, without
loss of generality, that there is another possible movement that does not involve objects
located on vertices v2, . . . , vn+1. Figure 4 represents this case where the object located
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on v1 must move to a different subgraph GA of G and an object located on subgraph
GB must move to node vn+2. If the only path connecting vertices inGA with vertices in
GB is p (it does not exist a link p
′ as in Figure 4), then |{v ∈ GA : S
′[v] = 1}| > |{v ∈
GA : S[v] = 1}| (and respectively, |{v ∈ GB : S
′[v] = 1}| < |{v ∈ GB : S[v] = 1}|).
This imples that ∃v ∈ GA ∪GB : S[v] 6= S
′[v] ⇒diff (S, S′) > 2, which is impossible
due to our initial hypothesis. On the contrary, if there is a path p′ 6= p connecting GA
to GB , then p is part of a cycle c ⊂ G. The length of c is, by assumption, at least ℓ.
In order to have diff (S, S′) = 2, in S, there must be an object located on all vertices
in c but vn+2 and all the objects located on these vertices, with the exception of those
located on v2, . . . , vn+1, must be moved (otherwise diff (S, S
′) > 2). But this means
thatm (≥ ℓ−n) objects will move concurrently. Given that
⌈
ℓ
2
⌉
> k ≥ n+1, we have
m > 2(n + 1) − n > n + 1, i.e. every other edges connecting S to S′ in SG must be
labelled with more than n+ 1 movements.
Now, consider the case where diff (S, S′) = 2(x + 1) with x ≤ n. In this case,
there are n + 1 distinct objects moving on x + 1 distinct paths, each characterized by
the presence of an object on each vertex but the last one (as p in Figure 4). The same
reasoning shown for the previous case can be applied to every single path, considering
that each of these paths contains strictly less than n+ 1 objects.
Now, we prove by contradiction that if ∀P ∈ Pk, MOTI is P -solvable⇒
⌈
ℓ
2
⌉
> k.
Assume for the moment that k ≥
⌈
ℓ
2
⌉
. Consider the smallest cycle c inG constituted by
vertices v1, . . . , vℓ. Now consider, without loss of generality, a state vector S where ∀i ∈
{2 · k− 1|k ∈ [1,
⌈
ℓ
2
⌉
]} : S[vi] = 1 and ∀i ∈ {2 · k|k ∈ [1,
⌊
ℓ
2
⌋
]} : S[vi] = 0. Consider
also the state vector S′ that is identical to S but where ∀i ∈ {2 · k − 1|k ∈ [1,
⌊
ℓ
2
⌋
]} :
S[vi] = 0 and ∀i ∈ {2 · k|k ∈ [1,
⌊
ℓ
2
⌋
]} : S[vi] = 1 (Note that, if ℓ is odd then S
′[vℓ]
remains unchanged and equals to 1). Then, the states of all vertices – but the last in case
of ℓ odd – indexed from 1 to ℓ are inverted. Such two state vectors are certainly in SG
because we are assuming that k ≥
⌈
ℓ
2
⌉
. Now consider the following movementsM =
{[vi, vi+1 mod ℓ}i∈{2·k−1|k∈[1,⌊ ℓ2⌋]}
and M ′ = {[vi, vi−1 mod ℓ}i∈{2·k−1|k∈[1,⌈ ℓ2⌉]}
.
Both movements link S to S′ in SG and are labeled with lower or equals concurrent
moves than k. Therefore, it exists unsafe movements. This is in contradiction with the
initial assumption that ∀P ∈ Pk, MOTI is P -solvable. ⊓⊔
In a practical setting, there are two possible methods to guarantee that the conditions
at the basis of Theorem 6 always hold. The first method requires to choose, as the PCG,
a topology characterized by cycles of length strictly larger than 2 ·x. As a consequence,
MOTI is P-solvable in any system characterized by an acyclic graph as presented in the
following Theorem 7. The second method requires to limit the number of objects that
can move concurrently in the system.
Theorem 7 MOTI is P-solvable in any system characterized by an acyclic graphG(V,E).
Proof. We can consider G as a graph with a cycle of infinite length. Due to Theorem 6,
MOTI is P-solvable as long as no more than an infinite number of objects move con-
currently in the system. Given that O is finite, the P-solvability is always guaranteed.
⊓⊔
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7 Conclusion
In this paper, we have considered the possibility of assigning trajectories to moving
objects on a generic sparse passage connectivity graph. We have shown that assigning
a unique identifier to a track revealed by a binary sensor network, namely the MOTI
problem, is impossible. To make the result as strong as possible, it has been proved
under strong assumptions i.e., perfect binary sensors, perfect coverage and omniscient
observer of the state of the graph. We proved that this impossibility depends primarily
of the topology of the graph and secondly of the number of moving objects.
Following this impossibility result, we have considered restricting the model to
make such assignments possible. More specifically, we have shown that MOTI can
be solved either if the graph is acyclic or the length of the smallest cycle in the graph
is strictly greater than the double of the number of objects that can concurrently move
in the system. This leaves the opportunity to modify the topology of the passage con-
nectivity graph like for example in an indoor scenario. Once the maximum number
of moving objects is known, our results mainly impact on the deployment phase of a
sensor network.
Lot of open questions have still to be considered. For instance, some characteri-
zations can be reformulated in order to reduce the computation of the observer. In a
distributed way, identifying distributed algorithms able to impose the aforementioned
restrictions to the system model, without relying on a global knowledge of the system
is not trivial. This leaves the space for an exciting research agenda.
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A An Algorithm for Computing SG
In this appendix, we propose a state graph construction algorithm, based on the con-
ditional transitive closure of a one-movement only state graph. This condition ensures
that no inconsistent movement will be included in the state graph generated by the al-
gorithm.
This protocol is composed of two main parts. The first part creates an empty edge
set and a complete vertices set. Then, starting from line 3 to line 6, the algorithm puts
in the state graph all one-object-movement edges. From line 7 to line 13, following
the same mechanism as the one used in the Floyd-Warshall algorithm for transitive
closure computation, three nested loops compute iteratively all possible movements
with any number of concurrent movements. Finally, the last lines from 14 to 15, merge
symmetric movement edges in order to return an undirected state graph.
The termination of this protocol is trivial as it is composed only of nested loops
of finite length. Moreover, the complexity of this algorithm is obviously O(|S|3) as it
contains three nested loops on S.
The correctness of this algorithm is based on the correctness of the Floyd-Warshall
algorithm [4, 10]. The condition of line 12 only ensures that no inconsistent movement
can be included in the state graph, and given that new edges in SG are generated from
consistent movements, no existing movement can be ignored.
Algorithm 1: State graph construction
Data: a graph G, the number of moving object x
Result: the associated state graph SG(S, M)
S ← {S ∈ {0, 1}|V ||
P
v∈V S[v] = x};1
M ← ∅;2
foreach S ∈ S do3
foreach S′ ∈ S\{S} do4
if ∃!(v, v′) ∈ V 2 such that S[v] = S′[v′] = 1 and S[v′] = S′[v] = 0 then5
M ← M ∪ {S
{[v−v′]}
−−−−−→ S′};6
foreach S ∈ S do7
foreach S′ ∈ S\{S} do8
foreach S′′ ∈ S\{S} do9
if (S′ → S ∈ M) ∧ (S → S′′ ∈ M)10
and (∀S′ → S′′ ∈ M, eS′,S′′ 6= eS′,S ∪ eS,S′′)11
and ∀[v′, v1] ∈ eS′,S , ∀[v2, v
′′] ∈ eS,S′′ , v1 6= v2 then12
M ← M ∪ {S′
eS′,S∪eS,S′′
−−−−−−−−→ S′′};13
if G is undirected then14
merge symetric edges in M;15
return (S, M);16
